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A theoretical investigation of factors limiting the detective quantum efficiency~DQE! of active
matrix flat-panel imagers~AMFPIs!, and of methods to overcome these limitations, is reported. At
the higher exposure levels associated with radiography, the present generation of AMFPIs is ca-
pable of exhibiting DQE performance equivalent, or superior, to that of existing film-screen and
computed radiography systems. However, at exposure levels commonly encountered in fluoros-
copy, AMFPIs exhibit significantly reduced DQE and this problem is accentuated at higher spatial
frequencies. The problem applies both to AMFPIs that rely on indirect detection as well as direct
detection of the incident radiation. This reduced performance derives from the relatively large
magnitude of the square of the total additive noise compared to the system gain for existing
AMFPIs. In order to circumvent these restrictions, a variety of strategies to decrease additive noise
and enhance system gain are proposed. Additive noise could be reduced through improved preamp-
lifier, pixel and array design, including the incorporation of compensation lines to sample external
line noise. System gain could be enhanced through the use of continuous photodiodes, pixel am-
plifiers, or higher gain x-ray converters such as lead iodide. The feasibility of these and other
strategies is discussed and potential improvements to DQE performance are quantified through a
theoretical investigation of a variety of hypothetical 200mm pitch designs. At low exposures, such
improvements could greatly increase the magnitude of the low spatial frequency component of the
DQE, rendering it practically independent of exposure while simultaneously reducing the falloff in
DQE at higher spatial frequencies. Furthermore, such noise reduction and gain enhancement could
lead to the development of AMFPIs with high DQE performance which are capable of providing
both high resolution radiographic images, at;100 mm pixel resolution, as well as variable reso-
lution fluoroscopic images at 30 fps. ©2000 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
@S0094-2405~00!01302-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

After over a decade of intense development,1–3 active matrix
flat-panel imagers~AMFPIs! are on the threshold of wide
spread introduction into the clinical environment for applic
tions in radiography, fluoroscopy, mammography, and rad
therapy. While such imagers offer many advantages, i
interesting to examine limitations of AMFPI systems who
design specifications are consistent with the current stat
the technology. In particular, this paper contains a deta
examination of the nature and origin of performance limi
tions of current AMFPI systems operated under conditions
low diagnostic x-ray exposure. A variety of strategies
overcoming these limitations, focusing on the reduction
total additive noise and enhancement of system gain,
discussed.~Additive noise corresponds to the noise of t
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imaging system in the absence of radiation. In addition,
the purposes of this paper, system gain is defined as
number of imaging quanta output by the imager per pix
per incident x ray.!The results of a theoretical investigatio
of the potential performance improvements to be realiz
over current systems through incorporation of such strate
is reported, and prospects for the realization of such
provements in the future are discussed.

II. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND AND LIMITATIONS
OF AMFPI DEVICES

A. Indirect detection and direct detection imagers

AMFPI technology is based on large glass substrates
which imaging pixels are deposited. The term ‘‘active m
trix’’ refers to the fact that the pixels are arranged in a reg
289„2…Õ289Õ18Õ$17.00 © 2000 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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FIG. 1. Illustration highlighting the similarities and differences between indirect detection AMFPIs~a,c,e!and direct detection AMFPIs~b,d,f!. ~a,b!Schematic
diagram showing a side view of incident radiation interacting with an array pixel.~c,d! Equivalent circuit of an array pixel along with gate driver an
preamplifier electronics.~e,f! Microphotographs of 97mm pitch and 100mm pitch pixels for indirect detection~Ref. 2! and direct detection~Ref. 41!,
respectively.
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lar two-dimensional grid with each pixel containing an am
phous silicon (a-Si:H! based thin-film switch; either a thin
film transistor~TFT!, a single diode, or a pair of diodes. I
all cases, the pixel switch is connected to some form of p
storage capacitor that serves to hold an imaging charge
duced by the incident radiation.

This imaging technology may be generally divided in
two categories, ‘‘indirect’’ and ‘‘direct’’ detection AMFPIs
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 2, February 2000
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which differ in terms of the method of x-ray detection. Di
tinguishing features of the two approaches are illustrated
Fig. 1. In indirect detection systems1 such as shown in Fig
1~a!, a photosensitive element~typically a discrete photodi-
ode! is built into each pixel and incident x rays interact in
scintillating converter@e.g., Gd2O2S:Tb or CsI~Tl!# posi-
tioned or deposited over the array. These interactions re
in the generation of visible light photons. Some of the lig
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quanta emitted from the scintillator strike the photodiod
where they are converted, typically with high efficiency, in
imaging charge~electron–hole pairs!. Each photodiode al
serves as the pixel storage capacitor. In direct detec
systems4,5 such as illustrated in Fig. 1~b!, the active matrix is
covered with a thick photoconductive layer~e.g., amorphous
selenium@a-Se#! in which incident x rays directly generat
imaging charge. Although the photoconductive layer p
vides capacitance, the imaging charge is stored in a sep
storage capacitor built into each pixel. This additional c
pacitor provides a larger range of signal storage than wo
be offered by the photoconductive layer alone and help
protect the pixel switch from potentially deleterious effec
associated with the high voltage applied across the photo
ductor.

The signal capacity of the pixel,Qmax, is given by the
product of the pixel storage capacitance,Cstorage, and the
voltage across this capacitor,Vstorage,

Qmax5CstorageVstorage. ~1!

For an indirect detection AMFPI,Vstoragecorresponds to the
voltage applied across the photodiode. For a direct detec
AMFPI, Vstorageis initially zero and increases in proportio
to the size of the charge that accumulates in the capac
For both direct and indirect detection devices, if the array
designed to collect negative charge in the storage capaci
then a negative voltage will build up across the TFT from
storage capacitor to the data line as charge accumulate
this case, it is essential that the magnitude of this volt
remains at least;2 V less than the magnitude of the neg
tive voltage used to keep the pixel TFTs nonconduct
(VTFT-OFF), in order to insure no leakage of signal throu
the transistors.6 In practice, a practical limit forVTFT-OFF im-
posed by TFT design is just beyond210 V. In addition if the
magnitude ofVstorageexceeds;10 V, then indirect detection
photodiodes~irrespective of the sign of the collected charg!
and the pixel TFTs for indirect or direct detection~for posi-
tive collected charge!will begin to exhibit significant leak-
age current. These considerations imply that the maxim
magnitude forVstorage, consistent with good array perfor
mance, is approximately 10 V.

Figures 1~c!and 1~d! illustrate equivalent circuits while
Figs. 1~e!and 1~f!contain microphotographs of indirect an
direct detection pixels, respectively. In both cases, addr
ing of the individual pixels is performed via a system of ga
and data address lines. Signal integration in the pixel stor
capacitors is accomplished by keeping all the pixel switc
nonconducting via external voltage switching circuits~gate
drivers! attached to the gate lines. Signal readout is p
formed by using the gate drivers to render the pixel switc
conducting, one gate line at a time for full resolution read
or several lines at a time for faster image readout at lo
resolution. External preamplifier circuits located at the end
the data lines sample the stored signals from the addre
pixels by integrating the resulting current flow along ea
data line. After integration, amplification and digitizatio
these signals are organized into a two-dimensional matri
values representing a digital image~one value per array pixe
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 2, February 2000
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in the case of full resolution readout!. Finally, the action of
reading out the pixels also reinitializes the pixel storage
pacitors, although the presence of blocking layers in so
direct detection designs5 or the use of switching diodes7 may
necessitate other additional initializing actions.

Two important parameters in the design of an AMF
array are the geometric fill factor and the collection fill fa
tor. The geometric fill factor is the fraction of the pixel are
occupied by the pixel storage capacitor. The magnitude
the pixel storage capacitance,Cstorage, is given by the prod-
uct of the geometric fill factor, the area of the pixel,apix

2 , the
capacitor’s dielectric constant, and the permittivity of fr
space divided by the thickness of the dielectric. The defi
tion of the collection fill factor,f coll , which is associated
with the reception of secondary quanta, depends upon
means of x-ray detection. For indirect detection AMFPIs,
optical collection fill factor is defined as the fraction of th
pixel area for which incident light is transformed with hig
efficiency into useful signal. In the case of discrete photo
ode designs this corresponds to the optically sensitive are
the photodiode. For direct detection, the collection fill fac
is the fraction of the pixel area for which charge generated
the overlying photoconductor is collected. For both types
AMFPIs, the symbolacoll

2 is used to designate the area co
responding to the collection fill factor~where acoll

2

5apix
2 f coll!.

B. DQE performance of current AMFPI devices

AMFPI technology is of considerable interest for clinic
and nonclinical applications for a variety of reasons inclu
ing ~a! real-time digital readout, at up to;30 fps for some
designs;~b! the very large detector areas, comparable to
dimensions of human anatomy~e.g., 29.4340.6 cm2 arrays
with 290433200 pixels8!, and the highly compact packag
ing, approaching that of a film cassette, that can be achie
and ~c! the absence of various image-degrading factors
fecting other technologies such as developer artifacts in
and veiling glare in x-ray image intensifier systems. In ad
tion, for some applications~e.g., radiography!, there is als
the possibility of significant performance gains over existi
technologies. Such improvements may be quantified thro
a widely accepted metric of imager performance called
detective quantum efficiency~DQE! which describes the
ability of an imager to transfer information from the input
the system to the output. DQE may formally be defined
the square of the signal-to-noise ratio~SNR!at the output of
the system divided by the square of the SNR at the inpu
the system.

In recent years, it has been demonstrated9,10 that empirical
determinations of the frequency-dependent DQE for indir
and direct detection AMFPIs can be reproduced to a reas
able degree of accuracy by theoretical calculations base
a cascaded systems formalism.11 In this formalism, an imag-
ing system is conceptually divided into a series of sta
with each stage characterized by a gain, a noise or a spr
ing factor. Cascaded systems model calculations indicate
for diagnostic x-ray imaging applications where the expos
to the detector is relatively large~e.g., radiography!, the
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DQE for both indirect12 and direct13 detection AMFPIs can
be significantly higher than that of conventional technolog
~e.g., film–screen and storage phosphor systems!. However,
these same models consistently predict a substantial fallo
DQE with decreasing exposure over the range of opera
typically associated with fluoroscopy~;0.1 to 10mR!. ~In
this paper, all exposures refer to exposure to the detecto!

This falloff is illustrated in Fig. 2 which shows theoretic
calculations of the zero-frequency DQE over fluorosco
and radiographic exposures for a pair of hypothetical im
ers; an indirect detection AMFPI@with 500 mm of CsI~T1!
~Ref. 14!# and a direct detection AMFPI@with 500 mm of
a-Se~Ref. 13!#. The calculations@based on Eq.~2! appearing
below# were performed for a pixel-to-pixel pitch of 200mm
corresponding to that being pursued by a number of gro
for fluoroscopy.7,14–16The input parameters used in the ca
culations correspond to hypothetical conventional AMF
designs whose design specifications are representative o
current state of the technology.~Input parameters for con
ventional AMFPIs are summarized in Sec. IV.! These calcu-
lations illustrate the falloff in DQE that begins in the midd
of the fluoroscopic range. Even a substantial increase in
thickness of thea-Se converter to 1000mm ~Ref. 17!does
not eliminate this falloff, as demonstrated in the figure.
similar falloff in DQE is observed at higher spatial freque
cies where the decline starts at progressively hig
exposures.13,15

The origin of this reduction in detective quantum ef
ciency may be understood by examining the cascaded
tems expression for the zero-frequency DQE for AMFPI s
tems. Due to the high degree of parallelism between indi
and direct detection AMFPIs, as is illustrated in Fig. 1, th

FIG. 2. Plot of theoretical cascaded-systems calculations of zero-frequ
DQE for three hypothetical, 200mm pitch active matrix flat-panel imager
whose designs are consistent with existing AMFPI technology. Results
shown for an indirect detection AMFPI utilizing discrete photodiodes a
coupled to 500mm of CsI~Tl!; and direct detection AMFPIs coupled to 50
mm and 1000mm thick layers ofa-Se. The AMFPI designs are assumed
incorporate a pixel switch based on a TFT, as is the case for all calcula
appearing in this paper. The calculations, performed at 80 kVp, are show
a function of exposure. The dashed vertical lines indicate ranges of expo
for the fluoroscopic and radiographic applications.
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 2, February 2000
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expression may be written in a form applicable to both s
tems,

DQE~0!5
ḡ1ḡkḡ4

11ḡ4~ ḡk1«gk
!1

sadd
2

acoll
2 q̄0ḡ1ḡkḡ4

5
ḡ1ḡkḡ4

11ḡ4~ ḡk1«gk
!1

sadd
2

apix
2 q̄0ḡ1ḡkḡ4f coll

. ~2!

The symbols appearing in Eq.~2!, and for other cascade
systems expressions used in this paper, are defined in T
I. In addition, the subscriptk in Eq. ~2! represents stage 2 o
stage 3 for indirect or direct detection systems, respectiv
Moreover, the square of the total additive noise (sadd) may
be written in the form,18

sadd
2 5sTET2thermal

2 1samp
2 1sext-line

2 1sshot
2 1s1/f

2 1sADC
2 , ~3!

where the expression includes contributions from TFT th
mal noise (sTFT-thermal), external preamplifier noise (samp),
external line noise (sext-line), shot (sshot) and flicker (s1/f)
noise associated with the pixels, and ADC noise (sADC).

Of particular interest in Eq.~2! is the term in the denomi-
nator containing the ratio ofsadd

2 to the product of the pixel
area (apix

2 ), the mean x-ray fluence (q̄0), and the average
system gain (ḡ1ḡkḡ4f coll). At large exposures~largeq̄0!, the
contribution of this term is minimized and DQE~0! will be a
maximum. As the exposure decreases, the influence of
term upon the DQE~0!depends upon the ratio ofsadd

2 to
ḡ1ḡkḡ4f coll . If this ratio is sufficiently small, the magnitud
of the third term in the denominator of Eq.~2! remains un-
important and good DQE~0!is maintained. Otherwise, th
DQE~0! will steadily fall with decreasing exposure. Sim
larly, for a given exposure, DQE~0! will fall if the additive
noise becomes large enough that the magnitude of the t
term becomes significant in the denominator. These con
erations apply equally to nonzero spatial frequencies, the
pressions for which contain dependencies similar to tha
Eq. ~2!13,19 @also, see Eqs.~6a! and ~6b! in Sec. IV#.

To quantify these considerations, the cases of AMF
employing CsI~T1!anda-Se converters are considered. Sy
tem gains (ḡ1ḡkḡ4f coll) on the order of 103 electrons per
pixel, per x ray@for up to 610mm of CsI~T1! at ;75 kVp
~Refs. 2, 7, 14!#and;600 electrons per pixel, per x ray@for
500mm of a-Se at 80 kVp~Ref. 15!#have been reported fo
present generation indirect and direct detection devices,
spectively. Moreover, additive noise levels of;103e @rms#
also appear achievable for present generation AMFPIs.7,20 At
low fluoroscopic exposures, the number of incident x ra
per 200mm pixel approaches unity9 and the value of the
second term in the denominator of Eq.~2! is on the order of
103. In order to have high DQE, the ratio ofsadd

2 to
ḡ1ḡkḡ4f coll should be sufficiently small so as to make t
third term in the denominator negligible. However, f
present AMFPI designs, this ratio is about 1000–2000 wh
directly leads, under fluoroscopic conditions, to steep
creases in DQE with either diminishing exposure, as illu
trated in Fig. 2, or increasing additive noise.9,10,12
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TABLE I. Glossary of terms and symbols relevant to cascaded systems modeling of indirect and direct de
AMFPIs. The descriptions of the various cascaded system stages are as per Refs. 9 and 13 for the
detection and direct detection systems, respectively.

State # in cascaded systems representation of imager
Indirect detection Direct detection

i 50 X-ray quanta incident on imager X-ray quanta incident on imager
i 51 Interaction of x rays in scintillator Interaction of x rays in photoconductor
i 52 Generation and emission of optical quanta Spatial spreading of x-ray energy deposition
i 53 Spatial spreading of optical quanta Generation of electron–hole pairs
i 54 Coupling of optical quanta to detector elements Collection of electronic quanta
i 55 Integration of optical quanta by photodiodes Integration of electronic quanta by pixel electro
i 56 Additive noise Additive noise

Imaging system parameters
Indirect detection Direct detection

q̄0 Incident x-ray fluence~x rays/mm2! q̄0 Incident x-ray fluence~x rays/mm2!
ḡ1 Quantum detection efficiency of scintillator ḡ1 Quantum detection efficiency of photoconductor
ḡ2 Quantum gain of scintillator T2 Inherent photoconductor MTF
eg2

Poisson excess inḡ2 ḡ3 Quantum gain of photoconductor
T3 X-ray converter MTF eg3

Poisson excess inḡ3

ḡ4 Coupling efficiency of photodiode ḡ4 Collection efficiency of photoconductor
apix

2 Area of the pixel~mm2! apix
2 Area of the pixel~mm2!

acoll
2 Area corresponding to the optical collection
fill factor, f coll , of a photodiode array~mm2!

acoll
2 Area corresponding to the collection fill factor,
f coll , of a photoconductor array~mm2!

T5 MTF corresponding toacoll T5 MTF corresponding toacoll

Empirical and theoretical performance parameters
(u,v) Spatial frequency coordinates~mm21!
MTF Modulation transfer function
NPS Noise power spectrum
DQE Detective quantum efficiency
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III. STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE AMFPI
PERFORMANCE

From the preceding analysis, it is anticipated that stra
gies which reduce the ratio of the total additive no
squared,sadd

2 , to the system gain,ḡ1ḡkḡ4f coll , should lead to
improved DQE performance for AMFPI systems. The
mainder of this section explores various avenues for decr
ing total additive noise~and thussadd

2 ! and increasing system
gain.

A. Reduction of additive noise

For the purposes of this paper, it is assumed that h
quality arrays and properly designed acquisition electron
are incorporated into conventional AMFPI systems so t
the noise contribution from the final three terms in Eq.~3! is
negligible. In this case, the dominant noise components
be the thermal noise of the pixel TFT, the preamplifier noi
and the line noise.

TFT thermal noise is given by

sTFT-thermal5A2kTCstorage, ~4!

wherek is the Boltzmann constant andT is the temperature
in degrees Kelvin. Significant reductions in thermal no
through temperature decreases are unlikely given that low
ing T more than 20 K significantly increases the o
resistance of the pixel TFTs, thereby slowing down read
speed, and good transistor operation is precluded be
;250 K. Therefore, any thermal noise reductions must
l. 27, No. 2, February 2000
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rive from diminution of Cstorage. However, the value of
Cstorage must also be chosen so as to allow storage of
largest signal size associated with the application. In the c
of indirect detection AMFPIs where the storage capacito
also thea-Si:H photodiode, and given the desirability o
maximizing photodiode area~so as to maximize gain!, the
thickness of the photodiode is the only free parameter
adjustingCstorage. The minimum photodiode thickness com
patible with good optical efficiency is;0.5 mm while the
maximum photodiode thickness presently used is;1.5 mm
~Ref. 6!, corresponding to a capacitance of;2.1 pF and
;0.71 pF per 100mm2, respectively. Further refinements
the processing techniques used to make large-area a
could conceivably allow;3 mm a-Si:H layers, correspond
ing to ;0.35 pF per 100mm2. For direct detection AMFPIs
although the storage capacitor can in principle be made q
small, Cstoragemust be kept sufficiently large so as to insu
adequate signal storage capacity at a voltage (Vstorage) below
the threshold at which leakage through the pixel TFTs
comes a concern~see Sec. II A!. Therefore, minimizing
Cstorage, and thussTFT-thermal, involves various consider
ations relating to the array design and imaging applicati
This is further explored in Sec. IV.

Another promising candidate for additive noise reducti
is preamplifier noise,samp. For charge-integrating preampl
fiers with negligible input current noise, the following ex
pression correctly describes the behavior of the noise:
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FIG. 3. Microphotograph of a corner o
an indirect detection array whose de
sign includes a compensation line. Th
construction of the compensation lin
pixels is equivalent to that of norma
pixels other than for the presence of
layer of opaque material over the pho
todiode that blocks the light. This ar
ray, with a 508 mm pitch and 512
3512 pixels, was developed for radio
therapy applications~Ref. 18!.
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samp5sbase1dCin . ~5!

In Eq. ~5! sbaseandd are the base noise and noise slope
the preamplifier, respectively, andCin is the magnitude of the
input capacitance of the data line. Preamplifier noise red
tion could result from improved array design which lowe
Cin as well as improved preamplifier design which dimi
ishessbase and d. For present array designs, the data li
capacitance mainly originates from two approximate
equally-contributing sources: parasitic capacitance aris
from overlap of the gate and source contacts in the p
TFTs, and from the crossover of the data and gate lines.6 As
a result, the minimum capacitance per pixel for current sta
of-the-art arrays is;24.4 fF/pixel.2 However, through the
incorporation of self-aligned pixel TFTs~Ref. 21! ~which
have no gate–source overlap and thus exhibit neglig
parasitic capacitance!and through the adoption of thicke
low-dielectric-constant passivation layers~which would
greatly reduce crossover capacitance!, an overall reduction of
90% in Cin should be possible in the future. Preamplifi
noise could also be reduced through improved preampl
design, although this can only be accomplished with pro
attention to various considerations relating to operating c
ditions and design. For example, to reduce noise the de
of the preamplifier must be tailored to the magnitude of
anticipated input capacitance and the bandwidth of the
cuit must be minimized, since noise generally increases w
the square root of the bandwidth. However, the time cons
of the circuit ~which is inversely proportional to the band
width! must also be sufficiently short to allow readout of t
array at the desired rate~e.g., 30 fps!. An example of a rela
tively low noise chip, designed with regard to such cons
erations, is a 128-channel preamplifier-multiplexer prototy
recently created by our group for fluoroscopic-radiograp
AMFPI research~based on an earlier 32-channel device22!.
This prototype has demonstrated a base noise of;110 e
@rms# and a noise slope of;8e/pF. Given the possibilities
of reduced data line capacitance and improved preampl
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 2, February 2000
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performance, it is anticipated that values forsamp of ;150e
@rms# and ;130 e @rms# can be achieved for 20 cm array
~corresponding to a dimension being pursued by vari
groups interested in fluoroscopy7,14,16! with pixel pitches of
100 mm and 200mm, respectively.

As other additive noise sources are reduced, external
noise (sext-line), which originates from sources beyond th
array, such as acquisition system power supplies, will c
tinue to pose a challenge. Due to the previously mentio
capacitive coupling in the arrays, power supply noise coup
to all data lines simultaneously creating a significant no
component. Consequently, when preamplifiers sample
analog pixel signals along a given gate line, they also sam
the combined effect of power supply noise coupled to t
data line from all the other gate lines. Thus the noise fr
even the quietest power supplies is magnified by the num
of rows of pixels in an array design.23 Moreover, by virtue of
how it is created, this noise component exhibits a high
gree of correlation between different data lines. A comm
method for suppressing line noise is through the use
custom-designed preamplifiers containing dual-correla
sampling circuitry.20,22 Such circuits sample signal from th
data line twice; typically prior to the period when the pix
TFTs along the selected gate line are conducting, and du
this interval. These two samples are then subtracted be
digitization in order to cancel common noise componen
While in principle effective for eliminating noise compo
nents whose temporal variation is slow compared to the
sampling intervals~i.e., lower frequency components!, this
technique does not remove higher frequency component
the line noise.

A strategy that offers the possibility of completely elim
nating the correlated component of external line noise
volves using the line noise measured from one data line
the basis of a correction for pixels along other lines. A mea
of exploiting this principle involves the incorporation o
multiple columns~i.e., data lines!of nonresponsive pixels
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~which we shall refer to as compensation lines! into the lay-
out of an array. The design of the nonresponsive pixel
identical to that of normal pixels except for the fact that th
are made to be insensitive to the incident radiation and t
produce no imaging signal. For example, pixels could
made nonresponsive by shielding them from the incident
diation. Alternatively for indirect detection, the pixel phot
diodes could be shielded from incident light. Figure 3 illu
trates an example of an indirect detection array with a sin
compensation line. As in the case of the dual correlated s
pling technique, for a given row of pixels the signal from

FIG. 4. ~a! Geometric and optical collection fill factors~thin and thick lines,
respectively!, plotted as a function of pixel-to-pixel pitch. Results are sho
for continuous and discrete photodiode indirect detection arrays~solid and
dashed lines, respectively!. These estimates and calculations correspond
achievable array design rules and existing knowledge of the behavio
continuous photodiode structures~Ref. 25!. Optical collection fill factors for
three reported AMFPI arrays incorporating discrete photodiodes~Refs. 2
and 39!are indicated by open circles.~b! System gain for continuous pho
todiode array designs divided by that for discrete photodiode array des
~solid line!. Square of the TFT thermal noise for continuous photodi
array designs divided by that for discrete photodiode array designs~dashed
line!. Both ratios are plotted as a function of pixel pitch. These curves de
from the values shown in~a!.
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 2, February 2000
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compensation line pixel would be subtracted~digitally or
prior to digitization! from that for each normal pixel along
the row. While this subtraction will remove the correlate
noise component, the noncorrelated noise of the resul
signal will be greater than for the uncorrected signal sin
the noncorrelated noise of the normal and nonresponsive
els ~originating, for example, from preamplifier and the TF
thermal noise!will add in quadrature. This magnification o
noncorrelated noise can be greatly suppressed through
incorporation of multiple~for example, 64!compensation
lines onto the edge of the array. By subtracting an aver
value~derived from all the compensation lines! from the nor-
mal pixel signals, the contribution of uncorrelated noise fro
the compensation line pixels will be significantly reduce
Furthermore, adjustment for possible variations in the co
lated noise along the length of the gate lines could be acc
plished by incorporating multiple compensation lines at b
sides of the array and using a combination of informat
from both sets of compensation lines as the basis o
position-dependent correction.

B. Enhancement of system gain

A variety of strategies for increasing system gain are c
ceivable. For indirect detection AMFPIs, replacing the d
crete photodiodes used in present AMFPIs with a continu
photodiode surface would lead to an increase in the opt
collection fill factor of the photodiode, a strategy that wou
be particularly advantageous for high resolution arr
designs.24 Recent experiments with small test arrays indic
that the incorporation into each pixel of a discrete struct
consisting of an electrical contact coated withn-doped
a-Si:H followed by a continuous coating ofi-doped and
p-dopeda-Si:H give good optical efficiency while maintain
ing a very high degree of isolation between adjacent pixel25

These studies strongly support the feasibility of the conti
ous photodiode approach and further suggest that the re
ing optical fill factor may be 100%. For this continuous ph
todiode array design, the geometric fill factor corresponds
the area of the bottom contact. Maximizing the geometric
factor helps to maximize the optical fill factor and, for re
sons relating to the array fabrication process, the geome
fill factor can be made larger for a continuous photodio
design than for a discrete photodiode design. Conseque
Cstorage~and sTFT-thermal! for a continuous photodiode arra

o
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TABLE II. Selected properties of two scintillators, CsI~Tl! and Gd2O2S:Tb,
used in indirect x-ray detection as well as those of two photoconduct
a-Se and PbI2, used in direct x-ray detection~Refs. 20, 30–32, 43–45!. The
properties listed are the density,r, the atomic number,Z, the mean x-ray
energy required to produce each optical photon~indirect detection! or
electron–hole pair~direct detection!, W6 , and the product of the drift mo-
bility and the lifetime~or trapping time!, mt.

X-ray converter Detectionr ~g/cm3! Z W6 ~eV! mt ~cm2/V!

CsI~Tl! Indirect 4.5 55, 53 16 n/a
Gd2O2S:Tb Indirect 7.3 64, 8, 16 31 n/a
a-Se Direct 4.3 34 50 1.431027

PbI2 Direct 5.5 82, 53 5–10 131026
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will be greater than for a discrete photodiode array but l
than that corresponding to the full area of the pixel. Realis
upper limits for the magnitude of the geometric and opti
fill factors for continuous and discrete photodiode arra
plotted as a function of pixel pitch, are illustrated in Fi
4~a!. Figure 4~b!shows the corresponding increases in s
tem gain andsTFT-thermal

2 for arrays incorporating continuou
photodiodes relative to those with discrete photodiodes. G
erally, the enhancement in gain~e.g., ;220% at 100mm
pitch and;40% at 200mm pitch! far surpasses the increas
in sTFT-thermal

2 , particularly for smaller pixels. Therefore
maximizing the optical fill factor is consistent with minimiz
ing the ratio ofsadd

2 to ḡ1ḡkḡ4f coll .
A second strategy to enhance the system gain would b

incorporate a structure into each pixel that would amplify
signal generated by the incident radiation. Conceivably,
strategy could be pursued in at least two ways;~a! substitu-
tion of the photodiode with an avalanche photodiode~APD!
or ~b! incorporation of a discrete amplifier circuit into eac
pixel of an indirect or direct detection array. While sma
area APDs have been developed for many applications,
are generally difficult to fabricate and the prospects of co
patibility with large area fabrication in the foreseeable futu
are uncertain. However, a number of developments in th
film, flat-panel technologies make the prospects of imp
menting the second option a definite possibility in the futu
In particular, the large and growing interest in thin-film
polycrystalline silicon~poly-Si! for flat-panel electronics is
an important development. Poly-Si TFTs have a field-eff
mobility 10–100 times larger than that fora-Si:H TFTs.
While higher mobility makes poly-Si TFTs inferior cand
dates for pixel switches due to their resulting higher leak
currents, it strongly favors their use for other circuits such
pixel amplifiers and multiplexers for flat-panel imagers a
displays.2,3,26,27In addition, while a simple common-sourc
amplifier formed from a single TFT can provide gain on t
order of times 10, charge integrating amplifiers require m
transistors,;10 probably being sufficient. Early empirica
studies using a prototype amplifier design have b
encouraging27 and an initial theoretical analysis of the co
cept has been reported.28 Of course, the incorporation o
pixel amplifiers would significantly increase the number
TFTs on an array~perhaps by order of magnitude!. However,
on-going reductions in the minimum feature size in arr
design, which affects the size of the transistors and wh
has been partially responsible for the exponential growth
the number of transistors per array over the last decade,2 can
reasonably be expected to continue thereby making the
quired higher densities of TFTs highly likely in the future

An alternative approach to significantly increasing syst
gain would involve the utilization of an x-ray convertin
material offering a higher sensitivity~i.e., a larger number o
secondary quanta per interacting x ray!, and thus a higher
gain than phosphors, CsI~TI!, or a-Se. While a wide variety
of candidate radiation detection materials exist, includ
TlBr, HgI2, CdTe, and CdZnTe,8,29 one particularly promis-
ing material which has recently been under considerable
vestigation for use in active matrix imagers is lead iodid
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 2, February 2000
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PbI2.
8,30–32Table II contains a comparison of properties f

PbI2 with those for other detection materials which are
ready used in AMFPI devices. As detailed in Ref. 32, t
properties of PbI2 already appear to satisfy most bas
requirements33 for use in a direct detection AMFPI. Thes
include ~a! a relatively small value for the average x-ra
energy required to create an electron–hole pair,W6 ; ~b! a
product of the drift mobility,m, lifetime, t, and applied elec-
tric field sufficiently large that the charge carriers can s
cessfully transit thick detection layers;~c! a high atomic
number,Z, giving a large absorption coefficient;~d! a high
density, r, contributing toward good x-ray absorption;~e!
process compatibility with active matrix devices permittin
deposition of films sufficiently thick for high absorption e
ficiency; and~f! good spatial resolution. Although the mag
nitude of the dard current of PbI2 films remains a concern

FIG. 5. Logarithmic plots as a function of monoenergetic x-ray energy
various parameters relating to the four converter materials listed in Tabl
~a! Thickness of material required to absorb 80% of incident x rays base
total mass attenuation coefficients given in Ref. 42.~b! Linear x-ray attenu-
ation coefficient divided by the average energy,W6 , required to create each
optical photon~for indirect conversion materials! or required to create each
e-hole pair~for direct detection materials!. In ~b!, a value of 5 eV forW6 for
PbI2 was assumed.
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and is an area of active research, for the purposes of
paper we assume that dark current and the associated
noise are not performance-limiting factors. This is consist
with the assumptions stated at the beginning of Sec. III A

Comparisons of some of the properties of CsI~T1!,
Gd2O2S:Tb, a-Se, and PbI2, plotted as a function of mo
noenergetic x-ray energy, are shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!.
Figure 5~a!illustrates calculations of the thickness of ma
rial required to absorb 80% of the incident x rays. The
calculations indicate that, particularly for x-ray converte
containing high atomic number constituents,;500 to;1000
mm of material is sufficient to absorb;80% of the incident
radiation over much of the energy range that correspond
normal fluoroscopic and radiographic operating conditio
Moreover, of particular interest in the present context is
fact that the average x-ray energy required to create
electron–hole pair with PbI2 is ;5 to 10 times less than tha
for a-Se and;3 to 6 times less than that for CsI~Tl!and
Gd2O2S:Tb. Figure 5~b!illustrates a figure of merit related t
system gain consisting of the linear x-ray attenuation coe
c
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cient divided byW6 . The results are illustrative of the po
tential of PbI2 and help to explain the motivation to develo
this material for imaging.

IV. METHODOLOGY FOR THEORETICAL
EXAMINATION OF IMPROVING AMFPI
PERFORMANCE

In order to quantify the effects of implementing additiv
noise reduction and gain enhancement strategies suc
those outlined in the preceding section, a theoretical inve
gation of the effects on the DQE was performed. These
culations were performed within the cascaded systems
malism discussed in Sec. II B. Calculations of DQE at ze
spatial frequency for both indirect and direct detection co
figurations were performed using Eq.~2!. While Eq.~2! does
not explicitly account for the effect of noise power aliasing34

the following expressions do account for this effect and w
also used to calculate DQE at zero as well as nonzero sp
frequencies for indirect and direct detection AMFPIs:
DQE~u,v !5
ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4T3

2~u,v !T5
2~u,v !

F @11ḡ4~ ḡ21«g2!T3
2~u,v !#T5

2~u,v !**
III ~u,v !

acoll
4 q̄0ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4

G1
Sadd~u,v !

acoll
4 q̄0ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4

indirect, ~6a!

DQE~u,v !5
ḡ1ḡ3ḡ4T2

2~u,v !T5
2~u,v !

F @11ḡ4~ ḡ31«g3!#T5
2~u,v !**

III ~u,v !

acoll
4 q̄0ḡ1ḡ3ḡ4

G1
Sadd~u,v !

acoll
4 q̄0ḡ1ḡ3ḡ4

direct. ~6b!
.
de-

ters
on

ly
tly
e

pic
10
on

12,
nit

ly.
ef-

nd
As before, the conventions for the symbols are as given
Table I andSadd(u,v) corresponds to the noise power spe
trum ~NPS!of the total additive noise. In addition,

III ~u,v !5 (
k,l 52`

`

d~u2kus ,v2 lvs!, ~7!

whereus and vs correspond to sampling frequencies giv
by

us ,vs5
1

apix
~8!

andapix is the pixel-to-pixel pitch of the array. Note that Eq
~6a! and ~6b! simplify to the presampling expression give
by Eq. ~2! for the case of zero spatial frequency and
aliasing since the additive noise power viewed from the p
sampling stage isacoll

2 sadd
2 T5

2 ~which, upon sampling, gives
additive white noise power,Sadd(u,v), as expected!.

Calculations were performed for a variety of hypothetic
indirect and direct detection AMFPI designs representa
both of the current state of the technology~conventional de-
signs! as well as designs incorporating the strategies
cussed in Sec. III~advanced designs!. All designs incorp
in
-

-

l
e

-

rated 20 cm long data lines and 500mm thick indirect
@CsI~Tl!# and direct~a-Se and PbI2! detection converters
The choice of converter thickness was governed by the
sire to use the largest value for which model parame
could be determined with reasonable confidence, based
published sources as well as our own experience.~Although
the 1000mm a-Se calculation shown in Fig. 1 does not ful
satisfy this criteria, the model parameters are sufficien
well understood to allow a specific, limited point, to b
made.!Calculations were performed both under fluorosco
conditions at 80 kVp and radiographic conditions at 1
kVp. The x-ray spectra, derived from Ref. 35, were based
a 17° tungsten target, an aluminum filtration of;3 mm, and
an air path of 75 cm. Based on the methodology of Ref.
the mean x-ray fluence incident upon the imager per u
exposure was calculated to be 1.983105 and 2.303105

x rays mm2/mR for the 80 and 110 kVp spectra, respective
For all calculations, values for the quantum detection

ficiency of the converter (ḡ1) were derived from information
given in Ref. 36. The quantum gain for the indirect a
direct detection converters~ḡ2 and ḡ3 , respectively!were
based on the values ofW6 given in Table II.~For PbI2, the
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value at the low end of the range, 5 eV, was assumed.! The
determination of the quantum gain and Swank noise37 in-
volved a finite-element analysis technique37,38 in order to ac-
count for the depth of x-ray interactions as well
k-fluorescence x-ray production, emission, and reabsorp
In addition, the determination ofḡ2 for CsI~Tl! assumed a
top white reflector@which was assumed to reflect all of th
light but which exhibits degraded modulation transfer fun
tion ~MTF! Ref. 20#and an optical photon escape efficien
of 80%.20 Values for the Poisson excess~«g2 and «g3! for
each converter were determined from the corresponding
ues of quantum gain and Swank noise. The numerical va
used in the calculations for these parameters are summa
in Table III.

For indirect detection, calculations were performed
discrete photodiode arrays~conventional AMFPIs!and for
continuous photodiode arrays~advanced AMFPIs!. For both
the discrete and continuous photodiode calculations, the
tical collection fill factors~to which acoll

2 corresponds!were
obtained from the appropriate curves in Fig. 4~a!. The cou-
pling efficiency (ḡ4) for all indirect detection calculations
obtained from the spectral sensitivity of the photodiodes6 and
the spectral output of CsI~T1!, was determined to be 0.6

For direct detection calculations, the values used foracoll
2

~and hence the collection fill factor!depended on the photo
conductor. Fora-Se, acoll

2 was assumed to correspond to t
area of the collection electrode. For direct detection ar
designs, this area corresponds to the geometric fill factors
continuous photodiode arrays given in Fig. 4~a!. In the case
of PbI2, acoll

2 was assumed to be given byapix
2 as this is

strongly suggested by early studies involving test arrays
the authors—a result most likely due to the relatively high
photoconductivity of the material. For both photoconducto
the collection efficiency~ḡ4 , which relates to how efficiently
electron–hole pairs are extracted from the photocondu
volume corresponding to the collection fill factor! was as-
sumed to be unity.

For all calculations,T5 was determined from the sinc
function associated with the area corresponding to the
lection fill factor. For the indirect detection calculations,T3

was obtained from published measurements of the pr
mpled MTF for CsI~T1!.7,39 For direct detection calculations
T2 is assumed to be unity for botha-Se ~Ref. 10!and PbI2.

Calculations for conventional AMFPI designs were p
formed only at 200mm pitch with CsI~T1!anda-Se. In these
calculations, a total additive noise (sadd) of 1200e @rms# is

TABLE III. Values of various parameters used in the cascaded systems
culations. These parameters correspond to 500mm of each of the specified
x-ray detection materials at the indicated energies. Note that the subsck
represents stage 2 or stage 3 for indirect or direct detection, respective

CsI~Tl! a-Se PbI2
Parameters 80 kVp 110 kVp 80 kVp 110 kVp 80 kVp 110 kV

ḡ1 0.92 0.84 0.72 0.58 0.94 0.87
ḡk 1690 2000 770 890 8220 9720
egk

370 490 80 110 920 1330
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 2, February 2000
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assumed.39 Calculations for advanced AMFPI designs we
performed at 100 and 200mm pitch with CsI~T1!,a-Se, and
PbI2. Calculations were also performed for advanc
CsI~T1!anda-Se designs that incorporated a pixel amplifie
~None of the PbI2 calculations included the assumption of
pixel amplifier.! For the pixel amplifier calculations, th
noise contribution from the amplifier28 was assumed to be
zero. To account for the presence of this amplifier in t
cascaded systems model, a gain stage is added bet
stages 5 and 6. After simplification, the resulting effect up
the previous expressions for DQE is to multiply the facto
acoll

2 q̄0ḡ1ḡkḡ4 in Eq. ~2! andacoll
4 q̄0ḡ1ḡkḡ4 in Eqs. ~6a! and

~6b! by a factor representing the square of the gain of
amplifier.

The magnitude of the additive noise for the advanc
AMFPI calculations was based upon the following consid
ations and assumptions. Consistent with Sec. III A, contri
tions from shot noise, flicker noise, and ADC noise are
sumed to be negligible, although the effect of addition
additive noise from these sources as well as from the p
amplifier was also explored. It is also assumed that the
ternal line noise contains no uncorrelated components
that the correlated components can be completely suppre
through the combined use of dual correlated sampling
compensation lines, as previously discussed. In addition,
magnitude ofsamp for an array with 20 cm long data lines i
assumed to be 150 and 130e @rms# for 100 and 200mm pitch
arrays, respectively, following the preamplifier nois
reduction discussion of Sec. III A. Finally, the magnitude
the TFT thermal noise, as computed using Eq.~4!, was mini-
mized through selection ofCstorageaccording to the following
considerations. For all designs, the signal capacity of
pixels, Qmax @given by Eq.~1!, assuming a magnitude fo
Vstorageof 10 V# must be able to accommodate a large rad
graphic irradiation, taken to be a 3 mR exposure at 120 kVp
Specifically, for indirect detection designs this maximu
signal was not allowed to exceed 90% of the total cha
storage capacity of the pixel so as to maintain a highly lin
signal response. In addition, for both discrete and continu
photodiodes, given that the area of the storage capacitor
responds to the geometric fill factor@Fig. 4~a!#, the maxi-
mum signal size was accommodated through adjustmen
the photodiode thickness, with a maximum thickness o
mm ~as per the discussion in Sec. III A!. In the case of dir
detection designs, the maximum signal may be up to 10
of the capacity of the pixel. The resulting values for the to
additive noise used in the calculations are given in Table

Given that imager designs capable of both radiograp
and fluoroscopic operation are possible with AMFPI techn
ogy, it is interesting to examine the performance of devic
capable of high resolution readout, specifically those w
;100 mm pixel pitch.2 Such devices would be capable
providing high quality radiographic images when operated
full resolution ~100 mm; corresponding to 131 pixel read
out!. In addition, these devices could also be operated
fluoroscopic mode at various resolutions; full resolutio
half-resolution~200 mm; corresponding to 232 pixel read
out!, etc. While variable resolutions could be achieved

al-
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digitally summing pixels acquired at full resolution, an alte
native method6 involves reading out pairs~or triples, etc.!of
consecutive gate lines at a time so as to automatically
the signals for pairs~or triples, etc.!of pixels along a data
line. ~Summation of pixels along the gate line direction cou
conveniently be done digitally at a later stage.! Thus, an
acquisition system capable of 30 fps readout of the full a
of an array at only 200mm resolution~by simultaneous read
out of pairs of gate lines!could be used to acquire imag
frames from a smaller area at 100mm pitch at the same
frame rate—a form of digital zoom. Alternatively, the sam
acquisition system could be used to read out a given reg
of an array at progressively higher frame rates~consistent
with the pixel time constants40! at correspondingly lower lev
els of resolution. Calculations were performed for 100mm
pixel pitch AMFPI designs both at full resolution and ha
resolution. The half-resolution calculations correspond to
multaneous readout of a pair of gate lines and digital su
mation of signals from adjacent data lines. This involv
linear combinations of pixel signals and of variances ass
ated with x-ray quanta. It also involved an increase by
factor of 2 in the TFT thermal noise (sTFT-thermal), and an
increase by the square root of 2 in the external preampl
noise (samp).

V. RESULTS

The effects of variations in system gain,ḡ1ḡkḡ4f coll , and
total additive noise,sadd, on AMFPI performance are quan
titatively examined in Figs. 6~a!, 6~b!, and 6~c!. The calcu
lations shown correspond to 200mm pixel pitch AMFPI de-
signs. Figure 6~a! shows DQE~0! calculations for a
conventional CsI~Tl!AMFPI design as a function of increas
ing gain, assumed to be due to the incorporation of a p
amplifier. Calculations are shown at exposures representa
of lower, average, and upper values for fluoroscopy. As
Fig. 2, these calculations again demonstrate that with no
enhancement~corresponding to unity on the horizontal axi!
there is a significant reduction in DQE~0!, particularly at
lower exposures. However, as the gain increases, the DQ~0!
increases toward its asymptotic limit with a factor of 10 e
hancement sufficient to reach or closely approach this lim

TABLE IV. Values of the total additive noise,sadd, used in the DQE calcu-
lations for the various hypothetical advanced AMFPI designs at p
pitches of 100mm and 200mm. Results are shown for indirect detectio
AMFPIs using CsI~Tl! and direct detection AMFPIs usinga-Se and PbI2.
Results are also shown for CsI~Tl! anda-Se designs which include a pixe
amplifier providing a further factor of 10 gain. Note while these valu
correspond to an array with 20 cm data lines, they remain almost uncha
for an array with 40 cm data lines.

X-ray converter

sadd

for 100 mm pitch
e @rms#

sadd

for 200 mm pitch
e @rms#

CsI~Tl! 340 650
CsI~Tl! with 310 gain 490 1320
a-Se 190 280
a-Se with310 gain 410 810
PbI2 570 1110
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 2, February 2000
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even at the lowest exposure. Similarly, a factor of 10 e
hancement also allows the DQE~0!to closely approach the
asymptotic limit in the case of a conventionala-SeAMFPI
design, as illustrated in Fig. 6~b!.

Figure 6~c!shows DQE~0!calculations for conventiona
@CsI~Tl! anda-Se#and advanced (PbI2!AMFPI designs as a
function of total additive noise, at an average fluorosco
exposure. In addition, calculations assuming a factor of
gain enhancement due to a pixel amplifier are also shown
CsI~Tl! anda-Se.~Henceforth, calculations corresponding
the incorporation of a pixel amplifier in the array design w
always assume an additional factor of 10 increase in gain
to the amplifier.!In the case of the conventional CsI~Tl!and
a-Se designs there is a steady increase in DQE~0! with di-
minishing sadd, almost down to zero additive noise. How
ever, in the case of the CsI~Tl!anda-Se designs with a pixe
amplifier as well as the PbI2 design, the effect of decreasin
sadd is considerably less. Although the importance of min
mizing additive noise increases at lower exposures~and
higher spatial frequencies!for all of these designs, those de
signs with a factor of 10 gain from a pixel amplifier and wi
PbI2 always exhibit a comparatively weaker dependence
additive noise.

A comparison of DQE~0!performance as a function o
exposure for conventional and advanced 200mm pitch AM-
FPI designs, including advanced CsI~Tl! and a-Se designs
with and without a pixel amplifier, is shown in Fig. 7. Com
pared to the performance of the conventional designs,
reduced total additive noise of the advanced CsI~Tl! and
a-Se designs without a pixel amplifier@aided to a limited
extent by the improved optical collection fill factor in th
case of the advanced CsI~Tl! design#significantly reduces
the falloff in DQE~0!with decreasing exposure resulting
performance improvements as large as;40%. Moreover, the
very high gain designs@i.e., the advanced CsI~Tl!anda-Se
designs with a pixel amplifier and the advanced PbI2 design#
all exhibit a high DQE~0! ~limited by the x-ray quantum
efficiency and Swank noise of the converter! which is prac-
tically independent of exposure.

The effects of adding noise power aliasing34 to the
DQE~0!calculations, compared to calculations without alia
ing, are illustrated in Figs. 8~a!and 8~b!. In Fig. 8~a!, calcu-
lations for advanced CsI~Tl! anda-Se AMFPI designs~with
and without a pixel amplifier!and calculations for an ad
vanced PbI2 design are presented as a function of exposu
In the case of the CsI~Tl!designs, the DQE~0!calculations
with and without aliasing are indistinguishable due to t
negligible magnitude of the NPS near the sampling f
quency of the system. However, at frequencies approac
the Nyquist frequency~which is equal to one-half of the
sampling frequency!, the effect of aliasing is to reduce
DQE. This is a consequence of the fact that the NPS is n
negligible at frequencies just beyond the Nyquist frequen
In the case ofa-Se, the assumption of a collection fill facto
that is less than unity results in a reduction in the DQE
due to noise power aliasing.13 At nonzero frequencies, the
reduction of DQE due to aliasing is even greater fora-Se due
to the fact that the aliased noise power is nonzero and c
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FIG. 6. Plots of zero-frequency DQE, assuming a 200mm pixel pitch and an
energy of 80 kVp, based on Eq.~2!. ~a,b!Calculations for DQE~0! plotted as
a function of the degree of gain enhancement provided by a pixel ampl
On the horizontal axis, unity corresponds to no additional gain enha
ment, 2 corresponds to an enhancement of gain by a factor of 2, and s
Calculations are shown for three detector exposures spanning the
associated with fluoroscopy. Other than for the gain enhancement due t
pixel amplifier, the parameters assumed in the calculations shown in~a! and
~b! correspond to those of conventional CsI~Tl! and a-Se designs, respec
tively. ~c! Calculations at an exposure of 2mR for various AMFPI designs,
plotted as a function of total additive noise. Results are shown for CsI~Tl!
and a-Se, both with and without a factor of 10 gain enhancement from
pixel amplifier. Other than for the pixel amplifier and the variation in to
additive noise, these calculations assume parameters corresponding to
ventional AMFPI designs. Results are also shown for an advanced2
design, assuming variable total additive noise. In this and the follow
figures, calculations which include the assumption of a pixel amplifier w
based on a modified form of Eq.~2! @or a modified form of Eqs.~6a! and
~6b!#, as described in Sec. IV. In addition, the notation ‘‘~gain 310!’’ is
used in the figures to indicate those calculations which include the ass
tion of a pixel amplifier.
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 2, February 2000
stant up to the Nyquist frequency.13 Finally, in the case of
the PbI2 design, the DQE~0!calculations with and without
noise power aliasing are indistinguishable due to the assu
tion of unity collection fill factor.13 At nonzero frequencies
aliasing reduces the DQE for PbI2 for the same reasons as fo
a-Se.

Figure 8~b!shows zero frequency DQE calculations, wi
and without noise power aliasing, as a function of collecti
fill factor. Calculations are shown for advanced CsI~Tl! and
a-Se AMFPI designs with a pixel amplifier and an advanc
PbI2 design. Results were computed at an average fluo
scopic exposure. In the case of the direct detection~a-Se and
PbI2! designs, the effect of noise power aliasing is to mu
ply calculations that do not include aliasing by the collecti
fill factor,13 thereby reducing the DQE~0!. In the case of t
indirect detection@CsI~Tl!# design, the effect of noise powe
aliasing is negligible for the same reasons as noted for
Fig. 7 results. The trends seen in these calculations are
changed for advanced CsI~Tl! anda-Se designs that do no
include a pixel amplifier~not shown for reasons of clarity!.

Calculations that illustrate the frequency dependence
the DQE for advanced CsI~Tl!,a-Se, and PbI2 AMFPI de-
signs are shown in Fig. 9.~These and all further calculation
include the effects of noise power aliasing.! The calculations
were performed at an average fluoroscopic exposure. In
case of the CsI~Tl!design without a pixel amplifier, there i
a significant falloff in DQE at higher spatial frequencie
However, introducing a pixel amplifier results in a substa
tial increase in the DQE at higher frequencies. In the cas
thea-Se designs, the falloff of DQE with spatial frequency
governed by the square of the system MTF. For the expos
used in the calculations, the relative size of the total addit
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FIG. 7. Plot of zero-frequency DQE as a function of exposure, based on
~2!. These calculations assume a 200mm pixel pitch and an energy of 80
kVp and the exposures correspond to the range associated with fluoros
Calculations are shown for conventional CsI~Tl! and a-Se AMFPI designs
~dashed lines!and advanced CsI~Tl! and a-Se designs~thin solid lines!.
Calculations are also shown for advanced, very high gain designs: Cs~Tl!
anda-Se incorporating a pixel amplifier and PbI2 ~thick solid lines!. In this
and all following calculations, the incorporation of the pixel amplifier in
design is assumed to confer an additional factor of 10 gain enhanceme
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noise compared to the system gain of thea-Se design with-
out a pixel amplifier is such that the introduction of an a
plifier results in only small improvement. However at low
exposures~not shown!, the incorporation of an amplifier h
a progressively larger effect upon the DQE. Finally, at
highest spatial frequencies the calculations suggest tha
rate of decline in DQE for thea-Se designs is less than th
for both CsI~Tl! designs. The behavior of the DQE for th
PbI2 design is also governed by the square of the sys
MTF and, consequently, the shape of the resulting curv
the same as for thea-Se designs.

The dependence of DQE on spatial frequency and t
additive noise for advanced CsI~Tl!and a-Se AMFPI de-

FIG. 8. Comparison of zero-frequency DQE calculations with and with
the inclusion of noise power aliasing, represented by dashed and solid
respectively. These calculations assume a pixel pitch of 200mm and are
based on Eqs.~2!, ~6a!, and ~6b!.~a! Calculations, as a function of exposur
across the fluoroscopic range, for advanced CsI~Tl! and a-Se AMFPI de-
signs. Results both with and without a pixel amplifier are shown. Calc
tions are also shown for an advanced PbI2 design.~b! Calculations, as a
function of collection fill factor, for advanced CsI~Tl! anda-Se designs with
a pixel amplifier and for a PbI2 design. In these calculations, for each desi
the total additive noise has been kept fixed at the corresponding value
in ~a!.
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 2, February 2000
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e
he

m
is

al

signs with a pixel amplifier and for an advanced PbI2 design
is shown in Figs. 10~a!, 10~b!, and 10~c!, respectively. Thes
calculations were performed at an average fluoroscopic
posure. The results indicate that, at this exposure, the D
exhibits only gradual decline with increasing additive nois
Thus, additional incremental contributions of additive no
from sources beyond those assumed in the present cal
tions ~such as uncorrelated line noise, shot noise, and p
amplifier noise28! should not have a strong, adverse effect
the performance of such very high gain designs. Of cou
the effects of incremental additive noise on these designs
larger at lower exposures but remain substantially less t
for conventional designs, as previously illustrated in F
6~c!.

Figure 11 illustrates DQE~0!calculations for advanced
100mm pitch AMFPI designs over an exposure range cor
sponding to fluoroscopy. The calculations were perform
for CsI~Tl! and a-Se designs with and without a pixel am
plifier as well as for a PbI2 design. For each design, calcul
tions are shown for full resolution readout and ha
resolution readout, as described in Sec. IV. In the case of
CsI~Tl! and a-Se designs without a pixel amplifier, the fu
resolution mode demonstrates only slightly lower DQE~0!
than the half-resolution mode at lower exposures while
higher exposures there is no difference. Furthermore, the
ferences exhibited by the calculations are much less than
conventional CsI~Tl!and a-Se designs~not shown!due to
their considerably higher levels of preamplifier and li
noise. For the very high gain designs, in all cases there is
difference between full resolution and half-resolution rea
out. Finally, this figure also illustrates that at sufficient
high exposures, the advantage enjoyed by the very high
designs disappears, consistent with the discussion follow
Eq. ~2! in Sec. II B.

t
es,

-

ed

FIG. 9. Plot of DQE as a function of spatial frequency. The calculatio
assume a pixel pitch of 200mm, an exposure of 2mR, and are based on Eqs
~6a! and ~6b!. Results are shown for advanced CsI~Tl! and a-Se AMFPI
designs, both with and without a pixel amplifier. Results are also shown
an advanced PbI2 design.
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The dependence of DQE on spatial frequency and ex
sure for advanced AMFPI designs having a pixel pitch
100 mm are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. Calculations we
performed for CsI~Tl!anda-Se designs incorporating a pixe

FIG. 10. Plots of DQE as a function of spatial frequency and total addi
noise. Other than for the variation in total additive noise, these calculat
assume parameters corresponding to~a! an advanced CsI~Tl! AMFPI design
and~b! an advanceda-Se design, both incorporating a pixel amplifier, and
~c! an advanced PbI2 design. The calculations assume a pixel pitch of 2
mm, an exposure of 2mR, and are based on Eqs.~6a! and ~6b!.
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 2, February 2000
o-
f
e

amplifier and for a PbI2 design. The calculations appearing
Fig. 12 were performed at 80 kVp over a range of exposu
corresponding to fluoroscopy and for spatial frequencies
to the Nyquist limits. Results for full resolution~100 mm!
readout up to 5 lp/mm are shown for CsI~Tl!,a-Se, and PbI2
in Figs. 12~a!, 12~b!, and 12~c!respectively. Results for half
resolution~200 mm! readout up to 2.5 lp/mm are shown fo
CsI~Tl!, a-Se, and PbI2 in Figs. 12~d!, 12~e!, and 12~f!, re-
spectively. For the entire frequency range for thea-Se and
PbI2 designs and for lower frequencies for the CsI~Tl! de-
sign, the DQE is relatively independent of exposure~in sharp
contrast to the performance of conventional AMF
designs9,13,26! in both readout modes. In the case of t
CsI~Tl! design, the falloff in DQE with increasing frequenc
is more pronounced for higher frequencies and for full re
lution readout. For thea-Se and PbI2 designs, the falloff of
DQE with increasing frequency, which is primarily governe
by the square of the system MTF, is more constant than
CsI~Tl!. In addition, the general shape and magnitude of
DQE surfaces for full resolution and half-resolution reado
are very similar, relative to the Nyquist frequency limits, f
each of thea-Se and PbI2 designs.

The calculations appearing in Figs. 13~a!, 13~b!, and 13~c!
correspond to the same readout mode~full resolution!, spa-
tial frequency range, and AMFPI designs as for Figs. 12~a!,
12~b!, and 12~c!, respectively, but were performed at 1
kVp over a range of exposures corresponding to radiograp
For the CsI~Tl!design, the higher exposure levels of the F
13~a!calculations leads to a reduction in the falloff of DQ
with increasing frequency compared to the fluoroscopic c

e
s

FIG. 11. Plots of zero-frequency DQE as a function of exposure for vari
100 mm pixel pitch designs, based on Eqs.~6a! and ~6b!. The calculations
were performed at 80 kVp over an exposure range corresponding to
used for fluoroscopy. The calculations correspond both to full resolu
readout ~100 mm, corresponding to individual pixel readout! and half-
resolution readout~200mm, corresponding to simultaneous readout of pa
of gate lines!. Results are shown for advanced CsI~Tl! and a-Se AMFPI
designs, both with and without a pixel amplifier. Calculations are a
shown for an advanced PbI2 design. The results for full and half-resolutio
readout are indistinguishable for each of the CsI~Tl! anda-Se designs with
a pixel amplifier and for the PbI2 design.
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FIG. 12. Plot of DQE as a function of spatial frequency and exposure, based on Eqs.~6a! and ~6b!. The calculations were performed for both full an
half-resolution readout at 80 kVp for advanced AMFPI designs with a 100mm pixel pitch. The range of exposures corresponds to that associated
fluoroscopy while the spatial frequencies extend up to the Nyquist limit~5 lp/mm for full resolution readout, 2.5 lp/mm for half-resolution readout!. ~a,d!
Calculations for a CsI~Tl! design with a pixel amplifier under conditions of full and half-resolution readout, respectively.~b,e!Calculations for ana-Se design
with a pixel amplifier under conditions of full and half-resolution readout, respectively.~c,f! Calculations for a PbI2 design under conditions of full and
half-resolution readout, respectively.
b
an
-

of
-ray
io-
culations of Fig. 12~a!. In the case of thea-Se and PbI2
designs, the calculations indicate that little difference is to
expected in DQE performance between radiographic
fluoroscopic conditions.~The slight reduction in the maxi
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 2, February 2000
e
d

mum DQE values reported in Fig. 13 compared to those
Fig. 12 is a simple consequence of the use of a higher x
energy representative of chest radiography for the rad
graphic calculations.!
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VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Thin-film technology currently allows the creation of in
direct detection and direct detection active matrix flat-pa
imagers that offer many advantages for medical~and non-

FIG. 13. Plot of DQE as a function of spatial frequency and exposure, ba
on Eqs.~6a! and ~6b!. The calculations are for advanced AMFPI desig
with a 100mm pixel pitch operated at full resolution at an energy of 1
kVp. The range of exposures corresponds to that associated with radi
phy while the spatial frequencies extend up to the Nyquist limit, 5 lp/m
Calculations are shown for~a! CsI~Tl! and ~b! a-Se designs, both with a
pixel amplifier, and for~c! a PbI2 design.
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 2, February 2000
l

medical! applications. However, theoretical analysis of t
performance of systems whose design parameters are co
tent with conventional~i.e., present day!AMFPIs indicates
significant reductions in detective quantum efficiency un
conditions of low exposure, such as is encountered in fl
roscopy. This analysis, which is based on the cascaded
tems formalism, indicates that the origin of these reductio
is the relatively large size of the total additive noise squa
relative to the gain of the system. In order to address
problem, a variety of strategies have been presented in
paper that have the potential to significantly reduce addi
noise and increase system gain. Strategies for additive n
reduction include careful pixel design to minimize TFT the
mal noise, improved array and preamplifier design to
crease preamplifier noise, and the incorporation of comp
sation lines to diminish line noise. Strategies for system g
enhancement include use of continuous photodiode surf
~for indirect detection designs!, incorporation of an amplifier
circuit in each pixel~for indirect or direct detection designs!,
or the use of a high sensitivity detection material such
PbI2.

The effects upon the DQE performance for a variety
hypothetical~advanced!systems incorporating various com
binations of these strategies have been quantitatively ex
ined through cascaded systems model calculations. Such
culations can provide valuable insight into factors affecti
DQE through clear illustration of trends in the function
dependence on variables such as exposure, spatial frequ
system design parameters, and operational conditions. C
versely, given the sensitivity of these calculations to choi
made for the various parameters~e.g., the thickness of the
x-ray converter!, it would be unwarranted in the present c
text to place too much emphasis on the exact magnitud
the predicted DQE values for a given design.

The calculations predict that significant improvements
DQE performance can be achieved though introduction
design innovations that decrease total additive noise~particu-
larly for devices with system gain representative of conv
tional technology!or increase system gain~e.g., by a factor
of 10!. In addition, the calculations indicate that strateg
which provide both lower additive noise and high syste
gain result in DQE performance which is almost independ
of exposure~even at the very low exposure levels associa
with fluoroscopy!and which declines relatively slowly with
increasing spatial frequency~under most conditions!. Fur
ther, these improved levels of performance are predicte
degrade only relatively slowly with incremental increases
the total additive noise beyond the levels assumed in
present calculations. The calculations also indicate that
AMFPI systems whose gain is significantly enhanced~e.g.,
by a factor of 10!, achieving a very high collection fill facto
is far more critical for direct detection systems than for
direct detection systems.

Calculations for a variety of 100mm pixel pitch designs
offering low additive noise and high system gain suggest t
such systems are capable of offering high and very sim
levels of DQE performance over the wide range of expos
conditions representative of radiography and fluoroscopy
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addition, the calculations also suggest that even at low ex
sures, advanced design AMFPIs could be operated at v
able levels of resolution, via simultaneous readout of m
tiple gate lines, without substantial loss of DQE. Su
constancy of performance would be beneficial when AMF
are operated fluoroscopically so as to provide digital zoom
high frame rates. Of course, even if DQE levels are nea
equivalent for fluoroscopic and radiographic conditions,
larger number of x-ray quanta available at the higher ex
sures associated with radiography will insure better im
quality.

While the present calculations correspond to arrays h
ing 20 cm long data lines, the weak dependence of prea
lifier noise on line length~under the various assumptions
the current analysis!means that the DQE results presented
this paper would also largely apply for 40 cm arrays—a
mension of interest for fluoroscopic systems.7,20 Present day
systems achieve 40340 cm2 areas by tiling four 20
320 cm2 arrays in a two by two pattern. While the use
smaller arrays is driven partially by considerations of cos
array manufacture, a smaller array also provides lower d
line capacitance thereby reducing preamplifier noise. Ho
ever, the use of multiple arrays for an imaging system
the disadvantage of increasing the number of channel
gate driver and preamplifier electronics since each array m
be addressed separately.~The same general disadvanta
also applies to an alternative strategy of physically cutt
the data lines on a single large 40 cm array in two, mak
each side 20 cm long, in order to reduce the input cap
tance to preamplifiers positioned on each end.! If, as is as-
sumed in the present calculations, the data line capacita
can be significantly reduced, then a monolithic 40340 cm2

array having a single set of peripheral electronics would s
fice and the challenges associated with mounting and al
ing multiple arrays would be avoided.

The prospects and time scales for successful developm
of the various additive noise reduction and gain enhancem
strategies presented in this paper vary widely. The noise
duction strategies~involving diminution of pixel storage ca
pacitance and data line capacitance, improved preamp
design, and incorporation of compensation lines for indir
detection arrays!are all under development and are expec
to result in steadily improved noise performance over
next few years. Concerning the gain enhancement strate
the success of a recent small area prototype25 suggests tha
continued development and implementation of continu
photodiode surfaces in progressively larger indirect detec
arrays is highly likely in the near future. The incorporation
amplifiers into the pixels will probably require considerab
more time given the technological challenges involved. F
example, while poly-Si TFTs are the preferred candidate
the amplifier circuit due to their higher mobility, their corre
spondingly higher leakage current makes them poor sub
tutes for thea-Si:H TFTs presently used as switches in t
pixels. Thus, solutions such as poly-Si TFT pixel switch
with lower leakage or hybrid thin-film processes capable
creating both poly-Si anda-Si:H TFTs in close proximity on
the same substrate~possibly involving laser recrystallizatio
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 2, February 2000
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of a-Si! need to be developed. Efforts in this direction,
well as to increase the density of TFTs per unit area,
ongoing. Finally, the successful incorporation of PbI2 as an
x-ray converter for AMFPIs will necessitate continued dev
opment of this material. In particular, strategies to reduce
levels of the dark current of PbI2 are needed and are und
investigation as is the possibility of alternative converter m
terials.

While significant technical challenges remain to be a
dressed before many of the strategies presented in this p
can be implemented, the incentive for doing so is stro
given the impressive improvements in DQE performan
that appear possible. We anticipate that the coming dec
will witness considerable progress toward the developm
of active matrix flat-panel imagers whose performance
proach the theoretical limits.
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